Abstract. Reductions-rules that reduce input size while maintaining the ability to compute an optimal solution-are critical for developing efficient maximum independent set algorithms in both theory and practice. While several simple reductions have previously been shown to make small domain-specific instances tractable in practice, it was only recently shown that advanced reductions (in a measure-and-conquer approach) can be used to solve real-world networks on millions of vertices [Akiba and Iwata, TCS 2016]. In this paper we compare these state-of-the-art reductions against a small suite of simple reductions, and come to two conclusions: just two simple reductions-vertex folding and isolated vertex removal-are sufficient for many real-world instances, and further, the power of the advanced rules comes largely from their initial application (i.e., kernelization), and not their repeated application during branchand-bound. As a part of our comparison, we give the first experimental evaluation of a reduction based on maximum critical independent sets, and show it is highly effective in practice for medium-sized networks.
Introduction
Given a graph G = (V, E), the maximum independent set problem asks us to compute a maximum cardinality set of vertices I ⊆ V such that no vertices in I are adjacent to one another. Such a set is called a maximum independent set (MIS). The maximum independent set problem has applications in classification theory, information retrieval, computer vision [13] , computer graphics [29] , map labeling [17, 32] and routing in road networks [20] , to name a few. However, the maximum independent set problem is NP hard [16] , and therefore, the currentlybest-known algorithms take exponential time.
Previous Work
Most previous work has focused on the maximum clique problem and the minimum vertex cover problem, which are complementary to ours. That is, the maximum clique in the complement graphḠ is a maximum independent set in G, and if C is a minimum vertex cover in G, then V \ C is a maximum independent set.
For computing a maximum clique, there are many branch-and-bound algorithms that are efficient in practice [26, 27, 31] . These algorithms achieve fast running times by prescribing the order to select vertices during search and by implementing fast-but-effective pruning techniques, such as those based on approximate graph coloring [31] or MaxSAT [24] . Among the fastest of these algorithms is the MCS algorithm by Tomita et al. [31] , which is competitive in dense graphs even against algorithms that use bit parallelism [26] . Further priming these algorithms with a large initial solution obtained using local search [4] can be surprisingly effective at speeding up search [6] .
Several techniques based on kernelization [1, 15] have been very promising in solving both the maximum independent set and minimum vertex cover problems. In particular, Butenko et al. [10] showed that isolated vertex reductions disconnect medium-sized graphs derived from error-correcting codes into small connected components that can be solved optimally. Butenko and Trukhanov [11] introduced a reduction based on critical independent sets, finding exact maximum independent sets in graphs with up to 18,000 vertices generated with the Sanchis graph generator [28] . Though these works apply reduction techniques as a preprocessing step, further works apply reductions as a natural step of the algorithm. In the area of exact algorithms, it has long been clear that applying reductions in a measure-and-conquer approach can improve the theoretical running time of vertex cover and independent set algorithms [9, 14] . However, few experiments have been conducted on the real-world efficacy of these techniques.
Recently, Akiba and Iwata [3] showed that applying advanced reductions with sophisticated branching rules in a measure-and-conquer approach is highly effective in practice. They show that an exact minimum vertex cover, and therefore an exact maximum independent set, can be found in many large complex networks with up to 3.2 million vertices in much less than a second. Further, on nearly all of their inputs, the state-of-the-art branch-and-bound algorithm MCS [31] fails to finish within 24 hours. Thus, their method is orders of magnitude faster on these real-world graphs.
Our Results
While the results of Akiba and Iwata [3] are impressive, it is not clear how much their advanced techniques actually improve search compared to existing techniques. A majority of the graphs they tested have kernel size zero, and therefore no branching is required. We show that just 2 simple reduction rules-isolated vertex removal and vertex folding-are sufficient to make many of their test instances tractable with standard branch-and-bound solvers. We further provide the first comparison with another class of reductions that are effective on realworld complex networks: the critical independent set reduction of Butenko and Trukhanov [11] and the variant due to Larson [22] , which computes a maximum critical independent set.
Preliminaries
We work with an undirected graph G = (V, E) where V is a set of n vertices and E ⊂ {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V } is a set of m edges. The open neighborhood of a vertex v, denoted N (v), is the set of all vertices w such that (v, w) ∈ E. We further denote the closed neighborhood by N [v] = N (v) ∪ {v}. We similarly define the open and closed neighborhoods of a set of vertices U to be N (U ) = u∈U N (u) and N [U ] = N (U ) ∪ U , respectively. Lastly, for vertices S ⊆ V , the induced subgraph G[S] ⊆ G is the graph on the vertices in S with edges in E between vertices in S.
Reduction Rules
There are several well-known reduction rules that can be applied to graphs for the minimum vertex cover problem (and hence the maximum independent set problem) to reduce the input size to its irreducible equivalent, the kernel [1] . Each reduction allows us to choose vertices that are in some MIS by following simple rules. If an MIS is found in the kernel, then undoing the reductions gives an MIS in the original graph. Reduction rules are typically applied as a preprocessing step. The hope is that the kernel is small enough to be solved by existing solvers in feasible time. If the kernel is empty, then a maximum independent set is found by simply undoing the reductions. We now briefly describe three classes of reduction rules that we consider here.
Simple Reductions. We first describe two simple reductions: isolated vertex removal and vertex folding.
An isolated vertex, also called a simplicial vertex, is a vertex v whose neighborhood forms a clique. That is, there is a clique C such that V (C) ∩ N (v) = N (v). Since v has no neighbors outside of the clique, it must be in some maximum independent set. Therefore, we can add v to the maximum independent set we are computing, and remove v and C from the graph. Isolated vertex removal was shown by Butenko et al. [10] to be highly effective in finding exact maximum independent sets on graphs derived from error-correcting codes [10] . This reduction is typically restricted to vertices of degree zero, one, and two in the literature. However, we consider vertices of any degree.
Vertex folding was first introduced by Chen et al. [12] to reduce the theoretical running time of exact branch-and-bound algorithms for the maximum independent set problem. This reduction is applied whenever there is a vertex v with degree 2 and non-adjacent neighbors u and w. Either v or both u and w are in some MIS. Therefore, we can contract u, v, and w to a single vertex v and add the appropriate vertices to the MIS after finding an MIS in the kernel.
Critical Independent Set Reductions. One further reduction method shown to be effective in practice for sparse graphs is the critical independent set reduction by Butenko and Trukhanov [11] . A critical set is a set U ⊆ V that Butenko and Trukhanov show that every critical independent set is contained in some maximum independent set, and show that one can be found in polynomial time. Their algorithm works by repeatedly computing some critical independent set I c and removing N [I c ] from the graph, stopping when I c is empty. A critical set can be found by first computing the bi-double graph B(G), then computing a maximum independent set in B(G) [2, 22, 34] . B(G) is a bipartite graph with vertices V ∪ V where V is a copy of V , and contains edge (u, v ) ⊆ V × V if and only if (u, v) ∈ E. Since B(G) is bipartite, the maximum independent set in B(G) can be solved by computing a maximum bipartite matching in polynomial time [18] .
Butenko and Trukhanov [11] use the standard augmenting path algorithm to compute a maximum independent set in B(G), and hence find a critical set in G, in O(nm) time. One drawback of their approach is that the quality of the reduction depends on the maximum independent set found in the bi-double graph. As noted by Larson [22] , if there is a perfect matching in B(G) (such as in Fig. 1, right) , then G has an empty critical empty set. However, in the experiments by Butenko and Trukhanov [11] these worst cases were not observed.
To prevent the worst-case, Larson [22] gave the first algorithm to find a maximum critical independent set, which accumulates vertices that are in some critical independent set and excludes their neighbors. He further gave a simple method to test if a vertex v is in a critical independent set: vertex v is in a critical independent set if and only if α(
where α(·) is the independence number -the size of a maximum independent set. A naive approach would compute a new maximum matching from scratch to compute the independence number of each such bi-double graph, taking O(n 2 m) time total (or O(n 3/2 m) time with the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [18] ). However, we can save the matching between executions to ensure only few augmenting paths are computed for each subsequent matching, giving O(m 2 ) running time, which is better when m = o(n 3/2 ). See Appendix A for further details.
Advanced Reduction Rules. We list the advanced reduction rules from Akiba and Iwata [3] . Refer to Akiba and Iwata [3] for a more thorough discussion, including implementation details.
Firstly, they use vertex folding and degree-1 isolated vertex removal (also called pendant vertex removal), as described previously. They further test a full suite of other reductions from the literature, which we now briefly describe.
Linear Programming: A well-known [25] linear programming relaxation for the MIS problem with a half-integral solution (i.e., using only values 0, 1/2, and 1) can be solved using bipartite matching: maximize v∈V x v such that ∀(u, v) ∈ E, x u + x v ≤ 1 and ∀v ∈ V , x v ≥ 0. Vertices with value 1 must be in some MIS and can thus be removed from G along with their neighbors. Akiba and Iwata [3] compute a solution whose half-integral part is minimal [19] .
Unconfined [33] : Though there are several definitions of unconfined vertex in the literature, we use the simple one from Akiba and Iwata [3] . A vertex v is unconfined when determined by the following simple algorithm. First, initialize S = {v}. Then find a u ∈ N (S) such that |N (u) ∩ S| = 1 and
is a single vertex w, then add w to S and repeat the algorithm. Otherwise, v is confined. Unconfined vertices can be removed from the graph, since there always exists an MIS I with no unconfined vertices. Packing [3] : Given a non-empty set of vertices S, we may specify a packing constraint v∈S x v ≤ k, where x v is 0 when v is in some MIS I and 1 otherwise. Whenever a vertex v is excluded from I (i.e., in the unconfined reduction), we remove x v from the packing constraint and decrease the upper bound of the constraint by one. Initially, packing constraints are created whenever a vertex v is excluded from or included in the MIS. The simplest case for the packing reduction is when k is zero: all vertices must be in I to satisfy the constraint. Thus, if there is no edge in G[S], S may be added to I, and S and N (S) are removed from G. Other cases are much more complex. Whenever packing reductions are applied, existing packing constraints are updated and new ones are added.
Experimental Results
We first investigate the size of kernels computed by all kernelization techniques. We test four techniques: (1) using only isolated vertex removal and vertex folding (Simple), (2) using the critical independent set reduction rule due to Butenko and Trukhanov [11] (Critical), (3) the version of (2) by Larson [22] that always computes a maximum critical independent set (MaxCritical), and (4) the reductions tested by Akiba and Iwata [3] (Advanced). Note that we use the standard augmenting paths algorithm for computing a maximum bipartite matching (and not the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [18] ) to be consistent with the original experiments by Butenko and Trukhanov [11] .
Next, we investigate the time to compute an exact solution on large instances. We test two algorithms: the full branch-and-reduce algorithm due to Akiba and Iwata [3] (B&R), and Simple kernelization followed by MCS, a state-of-the-art clique solver due to Tomita et al. [31] (Simple+MCS). We use our own implementation of MCS 1 , since the code for the original implementation is not available and because we modify the MCS algorithm to solve the maximum independent set problem. We choose MCS because it is one of the leading solvers in practice, even competing with the bit-board implementations of San Segundo et al. [27, 26] .
Instances. We run our algorithms on synthetically-generated graphs, as well as a large corpus of real-world sparse data sets. For synthetic cases, we use graphs generated with the Sanchis graph generator [28] . For medium-sized real-world graphs, we consider small Erdős co-authorship networks from the Pajek data set [5] and biological networks from the Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets v3.3.112 (BioGRID) [30] . We further consider large complex networks (including co-authorship networks, road networks, social networks, peerto-peer networks, and Web crawl graphs) from the Koblenz Network Collection (KONECT) [21] , the Stanford Large Network Dataset Repository (SNAP) [23] , and the Laboratory for Web Algorithmics (LAW) [7, 8] .
Experimental Setup
All of our experiments were exclusively run on a machine with Ubuntu 14.04.3 and Linux kernel version 3.13.0-77. The machine has four Octa-Core Intel Xeon E5-4640 processors running at 2.4GHz, 512 GB local memory, 420 MB L3-Cache, and 48256 KB L2-Cache. For Advanced reductions as well as B&R, we compiled and ran the original Java implementation of Akiba and Iwata 2 [3] with Java 8 update 60. We implemented all other algorithms 3 in C++11, and compiled them with gcc version 4.8.4 with optimization flag -O2. Each algorithm was run for one hour. All running times listed in our tables are in seconds, and we mark a data set with '-' when an algorithm does not finish within the time limit. We indicate the best solution, and the time to achieve it, by marking the value bold. Table 1 . We give the kernel size k and running time t for each reduction technique on synthetically-generated Sanchis data sets. We also list the data used to generate the graphs: the number of vertices n, number of edges m, and independence number α(G). 
Kernel Sizes
First, we compare the kernel sizes computed by each reduction technique. We first run all algorithms on synthetically generated graphs, on which Critical was previously shown to be effective [11] . We generate instances with a known clique number using the Sanchis graph generator 4 [28] , and then take the complement. Like Butenko and Trukhanov [11] , we choose the clique number (and thus, the independence number in the complement graph) to be at least n/2.
As can be seen in Table 1 , Critical succeeds in reducing the kernel to empty in many cases. During testing, we noticed that Critical did not enter a second iteration on most graphs. That is, in general, either the first critical independent set matched the size of a maximum independent set or the remaining graph had an empty critical set. It is unclear what causes this behavior, but we conjecture it could be due to how we compute the maximum matching: we use depth-first Table 2 . We give the kernel size k and running time t for each reduction technique on Erdős and BioGRID graphs. We further give the number of vertices n and edges m for each graph.
Graph
Critical search in the bi-double graph. It is unclear which search strategy Butenko and Trukhanov [11] use in their experiments. MaxCritical always computes an empty kernel on these instances; however, it is significantly slower than Critical. This is because Critical computes only 2 maximum matchings on typical instances, while MaxCritical computes many more. We now turn our attention to Simple and Advanced. Advanced is the clear winner on the Sanchis graphs. It always computes an empty kernel, and does so quickly. However, Simple also computes empty kernels on 28 of the instances. Even though Simple is only faster than Advanced on four instances, Simple still computes exact solutions on these instances within a few seconds. Therefore, the Advanced reductions are not required to make these instances tractable.
We further tested all algorithms on medium-sized real-world graphs. We ran all four reduction algorithms on Erdős collaboration graphs from the Pajek data set and on biological graphs from the BioGRID data set (we only show results on those graphs with 100 or more vertices). As seen in Table 2 , MaxCritical still gives consistently smaller kernels than Critical, but unlike the Sanchis graphs, not all kernels are empty. However, the Simple reductions give consistently small kernels on these real-world instances, computing an empty kernel on all but 4 instances, and doing so as fast as Advanced. The size of three of these non-empty kernels is well within the range of feasibility of existing MIS solvers. Neither Simple nor Advanced can solve the Saccharomyces-cerevisiae data set exactly, and the Simple kernel is within 12% of the Advanced kernel size.
Exact Solutions on Large-Scale Complex Networks.
We now focus on computing an exact MIS for the larger instances considered by Akiba and Iwata [3] . We test the branch-and-reduce algorithm by Akiba and Iwata (B&R) that uses Advanced reductions with branching rules during recursion. We also run Simple to kernelize the graph, and then run MCS on the remaining connected components (Simple+MCS). Results are presented in Table 3 . Since Critical and MaxCritical are slow on large instances and less effective on medium-sized real-world instances (see Table 2 ), we exclude them from these experiments.
Similar to the original experiments of Akiba and Iwata [3] , B&R computes an exact MIS on 42 of these instances. However, surprisingly, Simple+MCS also computes exact solutions for 33 of these instances. In the remaining nine instances where B&R computes a solution but Simple+MCS does not, we see that the size k max of the maximum connected component in the kernel is significantly smaller for B&R. For six of these instances, k max is less than 600, which is within the range of traditional solvers. Therefore, we conclude that the speed of B&R is primarily due to the initial kernelization on these instances. However, the remaining three instances-web-BerkStan, web-NotreDame and libimseti-have kernels that are too large for traditional solvers. Therefore, these instances benefit the most from the branch-and-reduce paradigm.
Conclusion and Future Work
Although efficient in practice, the techniques used by Akiba and Iwata [3] are not necessary for computing a maximum independent set exactly in many large complex networks. Our results further suggest that the initial kernelization is far more effective than the techniques used in branch-and-bound. Further, while the critical independent set reduction due to Butenko and Trukhanov [11] and the variant due to Larson [22] compute small kernels in practice, they are too slow to compete with other reductions on real-world sparse graphs.
This leaves several open questions that are interesting for future research. In particular, we would like to understand the structure that causes branchand-reduce techniques to be fast on some graphs, but slow on other (similar) instances. Is it possible to speed up branch-and-reduce algorithms by applying only simple kernelization techniques, and reserving advanced techniques for "difficult" portions of the graph? As we've seen, advanced rules are not always necessary. Finally, much time is devoted to computing reductions in branch-andreduce algorithms, perhaps more advanced (but slower) pruning techniques are now viable for these algorithms. Table 3 . We give the size kmax of largest connected component in the kernel from each reduction technique and the running time t of each algorithm to compute an exact maximum independent set. We further give the number of vertices n and edges m for each graph. 
